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Abstract: This paper examines perspectives and perceptions of democracy of pre- and
in-service teachers as well as teacher-education academics in Australia in order to develop
a robust and critical democratic education. Using data from an on-line survey the paper
presents the quantitative analyses, and the qualitative responses of contrasting understandings
of democracy, citizenship and the role of education in the promotion and development of
an active and thick democracy the paper critiques the neo-liberal (thin) democratic
discourse of contemporary Australian academic research that suggests that the Civics and
Citizenship Education project only requires some augmentation highlighting issues like
sustainability and globalization while ignoring social justice issues. It begins by outlining
the concepts of thick and thin democracy, and revisits the state of civics and citizenship
education (CCE) in Australia. It is argued that while the pre-service teachers in this study
may have a more critical and thicker understanding of democracy that is mirrored in the
views of their teacher-education professors, the practicing teachers, on the other hand, have
largely adopted the mainstream neo-liberal discourse, presenting a tendency to view
democracy in a very narrow or thin way that may impact on their classroom practice. The
paper concludes with recommendations related to what a thick democracy might actually
look like in school education.
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1. Introduction
While there have been important studies of how school students understand democracy and
democratic participation 1 there has been no such study of teachers and teacher educators. This paper
analyzes how Australian educators perceive, experience and understand democracy, especially related
to education and suggests how educators might contribute to the development of a more robust,
thicker educational experience for their students?
Determining the linkage between education and democracy is important as it may have implications
for how students themselves relate to democracy [1] both in the classroom and in the education faculty.
This paper is informed by the need to critically understand the perspectives and experiences of
educators in relation to democracy in education [2,3].
This paper reports on research arising from the international Global Doing Democracy Research
Project (GDDRP) 2, which currently has some 70 scholars in over 20 countries examining perspectives
and perceptions of democracy among pre- and in-service teachers, teacher education academics, and
educators, in general. It uses a collaboratively developed and locally contextualised on-line survey tool
to collect both quantitative and qualitative data from diverse groups of educators 3. Each researcher is
responsible for the analysis of the data within the shared critical pedagogical framework that was
originally developed by Carr [4]. The aim of the research, ultimately, is to compare and contrast these
findings and implications across diverse political contexts, including the old democracies (countries
such as the USA, Australia, Canada, England), emerging democracies (those countries coming out of
autocratic, military or other dictatorships and or colonial rule), and what we have termed the new
democracies (places and countries that are doing democracy differently as a result of public initiatives
found in Latin America and elsewhere). Our research highlights:
(1) The apparent predisposition among education-students (future teachers) and educators to
understand democracy and politics in a thin way;
(2) The potential for university education teachers and classroom teachers to do transformative or
thick democracy in education;
(3) The importance of understanding power and difference in relation to democracy; and
(4) The cultivation of a critically and meaningfully engaged educational experience that links social
justice to education and democracy.
2. The Need to Understand the Perspectives, Experiences and Perceptions of Teachers in
Relation to Democracy in Education
Studying the perspectives, experiences and perceptions of educators, and how they understood
cultivate and anchor democracy within the educational experience, is considered to be an important
1

IEA-CIVED Civic education study 1999 and 2005.
The Global Doing Democracy Research Project was established in 2008 by David Zyngier and Paul Carr who are
co-directors. While there are many on-line networks created among academics for the exchange and sharing of ideas, the
development of such an on-line activist research group focused on democracy and democratic education is uncommon.
3
At this time the on-line survey has been translated in to Portuguese, Spanish, Bhasa Malay, Greek, Turkish, French,
Bosnian and Moldavian. It is currently being translated into Farsi, Kazakhstani, Azerbaijani, Hindi, Urdu, Tamil and has
been adapted and applied in over 30 international contexts. The comparative analysis of these is an on-going and major task
for the Global Doing Democracy Project.
2
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piece of the equation in the development of a more participatory, empowered and engaged citizenry,
thereby safeguarding our democratic society.
2.1. Thin and Thick Democracy
Democracy means many things to many people. The us versus them paradigm of democrats and
non-democrats has been problematic, and even disenfranchising for many citizens, as evidenced by the
limited and decreasing participation in elections, especially among youth). The research project which
this paper reports on, seeks a more robust, critical, thicker interpretation of what democracy is, what it
should be, and, significantly, how it can be beneficial to all peoples [4]. The research critiques the
belief that elections the key component to building a democracy. The research of the author and his
associates and others over the past several years has raised the pivotal concern of the role education in
forming, buttressing, cultivating and sustaining a meaningful, critical democratic experience for
all sectors of society [1,5,6]). The shift and acceptance toward market-based neo-liberalism in
education has had a wide range of effects and consequences on society which are well documented and
accepted [7].
Democracy must be constantly cultivated, conceptualized and re-worked, with less dependence on
the formal political process and cycle of elections, and more on critical engagement in developing the
conditions for emancipation, enhanced power relations, and epistemological discovery that may lead to
some of the virtues that are commonly extolled when discussing democracy (freedom, liberty, rights,
common virtues, etc.). Critical pedagogy offers a framework to understand political literacy and social
transformation, in which static representations of power, identity, and contextual realities are
rejected [8-10]. CP is not about providing a checklist against which one can determine the level of
democracy within a given society [3], rather, it is concerned with oppression and marginalization at all
levels, and seeks to interrogate, problematize and critique power and inequitable power relations.
The traditional approach in civics/citizenship education in schools focuses on an understanding of
formal political structures, and is often, problematically, isolated to a single unit of study in both
primary and secondary education. Preliminary research undertaken by team-members in this project
underscores how educators in Canada, USA, Peru, Argentina, Brazil, Malaysia and Australia have,
generally, only a superficial conceptualization of democracy [11,12] see also [13]. This paper analyzes
part of the GDDRP data collected in Australia. It seeks to understand, complexify and contextualize
how those involved in school education comprehend, experience, perceive, and implement democracy
in education. Attempting to determine the linkage between education and democracy at the educator
level is important as we believe that it may have far-reaching implications for the delivery of teaching
and learning that subsequently influences how students relate to, and do, democracy [1,5] within the
classroom, within the school and, more broadly, at the societal level. The broad objective of the Global
Doing Democracy Research Project is to collect and analyse data from a significant number of
participants from diverse contexts in order to determine with greater authority how democracy is
perceived, experienced and undertaken in and through education. The result would then enable the
elaboration of specific tools, measures and practices at the local, national and international levels,
taking into consideration where diverse constituencies start as well as their contemporary realities.
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The discourses over democracy have been variously characterized in terms of representative versus
participatory democracy 4, with the former highlighting thin electoral processes, and the latter focusing
on thick critical engagement and social justice. The notion of thick and thin democracy attributed to
Gandin and Apple [14], building on the seminal work of Barber [15,16]. Barber raised pivotal questions
on the saliency of liberal democracy, including the tension between individualism and the rights of all
citizens framed by concepts of shallow and deep democracy. This tension has been problematic and
even disenfranchising for many citizens.
What Furman and Shields [17] call ‘deep’ democracy’ attaches “significant value to such goods as
participation, civic friendship, inclusiveness and solidarity” (p. 128). Deep or thick democracy,
according Furman and Shields, espouses a number of principles that champion individual rights and
responsibility within diverse cultural communities in the interests of the common good. These include:
•
•
•
•
•

respect for the worth and dignity of individuals and their cultural traditions;
reverence for, and proactive facilitation of, free inquiry and critique;
recognition of interdependence in working for the common good;
responsibility of individuals to participate in free and open inquiry; and
re-affirmation of the necessity for collective choices and actions in the interest of the common
good [17].

In practice, thin democracy is exemplified in activities such as students contributing to a food drive,
whereas thick democracy would explore why people are hungry [1]. Through the notion of thin versus
thick democracy, we conceptualize the visible tension between the superficial features often associated
with teaching about democracy and the fundamental scaffolding which permits people to appropriate
the deeper meaning of the term teaching for democracy. Bolstering efforts to teach through the
academic disciplines—whether pursued through high-stakes exams or well-crafted curriculum
frameworks—is insufficient to further the goals of teaching for democracy [18].
In Australian school education this tension has played out in the Civics and Citizenship Education
(CCE) program. The rhetoric of active participation found in these programs usually is “not achieved
in the activities that are provided for school students” [18]. Dejaeghere and Tudball [19] conclude that
most recent assessments of the CCE program suggest “further work is required to promote depth and
breadth”. The lack of agreement around the philosophical and practical applications of education for
democracy [3] led to the exclusion of concerns about social justice from the material distributed
nationally to every school which was orientated towards a thin understanding of democracy.
Giroux [20] boldly states that
Democracy cannot work if citizens are not autonomous, self judging, and independent
—qualities that are indispensable for students if they are going to make vital judgments
and choices about participating in and shaping decisions that affect everyday life,
institutional reform, and governmental policy. (p.73)
Schwille and Amadeo [21] in their analysis of the Civic Education Study (CIVED 1999 and 2005)
argue that “as long as parts of the political system aspire to foster active, informed and supportive
4

Others have referred to democratic binaries such as weak and strong Swift (2002), passive and active (Criddle, Vidovich,
& O'Neill, 2004), minimalist and maximalist (McLaughlin, 1992).	
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citizens, schools will be considered a possible means to this end” (p. 105). Schools which model
democratic practices in classrooms, by creating an open climate for discussing issues, are most
effective in promoting civic knowledge and engagement in thick ways; however this is rarely found in
schools [22].
2.2. New Civics as Thin Democracy
The CCE project in Australia, like others elsewhere, places a “growing emphasis on the promotion
of civic awareness and individuals’ rights and responsibilities embedded in discourses of
citizenship” [23], highlighting the conflicting discourses in approaches to citizenship education [24],
which “permeate both policy production and policy practices across all levels” (p. 32). On the one
hand, there is an emphasis on passive consumption of knowledge about citizenship with a strong
historical focus—thin democracy—and, on the other, critical and active participation 5 in change,
which is labelled as an ‘active citizenship’—thick democracy.
The CCE Project has been extensively critiqued by many researchers [25-28] for its restricted or
thin scope. The CCE Project in Australia has been the result of the struggle over how democracy is
perceived—and it has been the thin conceptions of citizenship [29] privileging the “aggregation of
individual votes … [that] endorses hierarchy, elite agency and mass passivity” [30]—that has been
dominant. Davies and Issitt argue that CCE “seems in the eyes of policy-makers to be the instrument
by which societies can find a way still to cohere in the face of new challenges” and compensate for
“civic deficit” [18] concluding that this form of thin democracy has promoted a pragmatic conservatism.
3. Conceptual Framework and Methodology
Previous research in the USA and Canada [2,3,31] found that educators had a thin understanding of
democracy concerned more with elections than participation. This research has Human Research
Ethics Committee and Department of Education and Early Childhood Development approval.
Critical Pedagogy (CP) underpins the analytical approach to understanding how democracy is
perceived. CP considers how education can provide individuals with the tools to better themselves and
strengthen democracy in order to create a more egalitarian and just society. It seeks to empower the
powerless and transform those conditions which perpetuate human injustice and inequity. Unlike
traditional perspectives of education claiming to be neutral and apolitical, critical pedagogy views all
education theory as intimately linked to ideologies shaped by power, politics, history and culture.
Using this framework of analysis signals how questions of audience, voice, power, and evaluation
actively work to construct particular relations between teachers and students and classrooms and
communities illuminating the relationship among knowledge, authority, and power.
A validated instrument [3] was modified for the Australian context, and then administered
anonymously on-line to teachers (Ts), pre-service teachers (PSTs) and teacher educators (TEs), to
identify their beliefs about democracy. It contained approximately thirty open and closed questions in
5

There are examples of these radical intentions for example in the unit on the Freedom Fighters which seemingly defies
any neo-liberal interpretation. It is about indigenous activists in Australia in the 1960s. There are certainly problems, but
there are also some good examples of both content and pedagogy and while these are acknowledged it remains that overall
the materials support a broadly conservative approach to history and politics.	
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three sections: (1) an introductory section requesting demographic information; (2) questions on
democracy and education; (3) questions on citizenship, social justice and education. We did not define
such terms as democracy, citizenship, and social justice to participants but, rather, asked them to do so.
In addition to providing a quantitative score based on a Likert scale of 1 to 5, the survey instrument
invited respondents to expand on their answers.
While the research sample may be considered small, the number of respondents in each category
represents over 50% of potential respondents, and includes PSTs (N = 55), Ts (N = 65) and TEs
(N = 40) in Australia. The education students and teacher academics were from the same faculty of one
of the largest and most research intensive universities in Australia. The in-service teachers were invited
to participate from a number of primary schools in the eastern growth corridor of Melbourne. Primary
(elementary) teachers are generalists, and are required to teach their classes the broad curriculum
except for (on occasion) specialist teachers in the arts, ICT and physical education. The student
population of these schools is very diverse with many refugee, migrant and working-class families.
This paper reports only on the questions relating to understanding democracy 6 and focuses
primarily on the narrative comments, alluding occasionally to the quantitative scores as a means of
simply providing an overview of the sample studied 7.
4. The Research Participants
The PSTs are part of a primary initial teacher education (ITE) course, predominantly female (80%)
and young, aged between 20 and 25 (70%). The majority (78%) attended public secondary (high)
schools, over 30% of their parents were born outside Australia, and over 30% of their fathers and 40%
of their mothers completed 12 years of schooling or less.
The Ts also were predominantly female, reflecting the current situation in schools today in
Australia, and 33% were very experienced teachers aged between 45 and 50, while 25% were newer
teachers aged between 26–30 years. Only 10% were born outside Australia, predominantly from
English-speaking countries. Their own secondary education split evenly between public and private
(Catholic and Independent) schools 8. Reflecting postwar migration patterns, almost 50% of their
parents were born overseas predominantly, in Europe arriving in Australia with less than 12 years
of education.
The TEs reflected women’s dominance in the field of with 71% of respondents being female. The
education faculty of this major GO8 9 university has been recently ranked as well above world
standards for research, and more than 50% of its academic staff are early career researchers. This is
reflected in 30% being under 30, and 10% between 30 and 40, 45% between 40 and 50, and 16% over
55 years old. As to be expected, 55% of academic staff’s highest degree was a doctorate, the rest
holding a masters’ degree. 85% were born in Australia, while 10% are from England, and the others
6

A detailed analysis of the findings from all the themes is forthcoming in Zyngier (2013) Doing Democratic Education or
Just Schooling: the state of democratic education in Australia Information Age Publishers Inc Charlotte NC.
7
All percentages have been rounded for convenience).
8
Note that education in Australia has the highest percentage of enrolments in private schools in the OECD with almost 50%
of all secondary students in non public schools. Private schools have been part-funded by the state since the 1970s.
9
GO8: Group of Eight research intensive universities in Australia. There are 33 universities and 27 education faculties
preparing pre-service teachers. All Australian universities bar two are public institutions where students attending need not
pay upfront fees but instead may opt for a free loan scheme repaid out of pre-tax earnings after graduation.	
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from various Asian countries. 49% attended state secondary schools, 23% Catholic schools, and 28%
independent or private secondary schools. Significantly over 50% of their fathers and 48% of their
mothers completed 12 or fewer years of high school education. As has often been the case, school
education has been the path of social mobility for aspirational lower-middle and working-class parents.
This is reflected in the fact that 37% of their fathers and 40% of their mothers migrated to Australia.
5. Findings
This section reports on and analyzes some of the key findings in relation to the similarities and
differences between the three different groups of respondents in relation to their particular
understandings of democracy and how they might include democratic practices in their classroom, and
seeks to understand these in relation to the framework of thin and thick democracy.
5.1. Understanding Democracy
There was unanimity among all three groups of respondents about the understanding that
democracy was about personal freedom of opinion and free and fair elections where governments are
chosen by the majority of people. Overall, the vast majority (85%) has a thin conception of democracy
with voting and elections as central to democracy, and a narrow or non-existent engagement with
alternatives to mainstream political parties. Diversity, when mentioned, was understood in very narrow
terms in generally essentialized ways with “limited linkages to … inequitable power relations” [4].
Yet there were also differences. Many (65%) of the PSTs highlighted the “freedom and right to
choose” as the essence of democracy. A limited number (25%) of responses indicated an understanding
that democracy was also about recognition of difference and social justice highlighting concepts such
as “recognition of universal human rights and laws against discrimination”. Many (65%) of PSTs also
highlighted the concept of “power” that needed to be controlled by the people “to the people”, where
individual rights are of equal value as those of majority or national interests and where:
“no one group of people is given precedence over other groups of people. No one set of
beliefs is given greater value over others and active discrimination against any one group,
religion, color or creed is prevented by law and by that society’s ‘norms’ and values”.
One PST commented that democracy involved “the strongest and noblest people taking the lead for
the greater good” which raised caused concerns that while this person would be teaching young
children, such an understanding could also be a pre-condition for dictatorship.
The teachers overwhelmingly (85%) highlighted the concept of “freedom to choose” a government
based on rule of law. Working in a highly regulated public service it was notable that number
highlighted the requirement to be able to speak freely without fear of retribution or punishment where
“everyone has a say … when people listen and value your opinion”. A small minority (10%) raised
issues of social justice “where members of society are treated as equal or social equality” understanding
that there is an unequal distribution of power and highlighting an “equal participatory role” where “all
citizens have equal input”.
Unsurprisingly, the teacher educators wrote more extensively and elaborately about their
understanding of democracy, highlighting “equitable social, cultural, economic outcomes”. A number
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(35%) mentioned the need for “active participation” or “involvement” at all levels of society, including
public action where “dissent” is a vital part of “critical and public engagement” with “multiple sets of
perspectives and values”. One cynically wrote that democracy was “carefully constructed, consisting
of mono lingual, mono cultural rule governed with illusion to be for the people, but there for the power
and money”.
Australians are sometimes thought of as a very relaxed and apolitical people, apart from
membership of a trade union or professional organization, which have suffered heavy declines in
recent years under the continued assault of neo-liberal political and media attacks. Australians do not
join political parties as a matter of course, and this is reflected in the perceptions of the respondents
about their parents. The PSTs, Ts and TEs believed, respectively, that 88%, 71% and 59% of their
parents were not politically active. This could also reflect a generational viewpoint, with PSTs
overwhelmingly being born in the late 1980s at a time of Australia political stability, while the teachers
themselves being much older and having lived through the more turbulent 1970s may have considered
their parents, who were predominantly post World War Two ‘baby boomers’, uncommitted and
apathetic. There was no apparent significant correlation between education level and employment type
of parents and their involvement in politics.
5.2. Do you Feel Australia is a Democratic Country?
Graffiti, in all its ugliness, is a mark of democracy and a law banning it is a sign of an
undemocratic soul. (TE)
While there was a range of views on how democratic Australia is among the three groups, some
issues need to be highlighted. Similar proportions of PSTs (30%) and TEs (28%) indicated that they
had some concerns about the degree of democracy that they experienced in this country, while among
serving teachers there was no one who believed that Australia was not democratic; in fact all believed
that Australia was very democratic.
The PSTs who felt this way raised issues in relation to minority groups, especially the treatment of
Australian Indigenous (First Nations) People, and those groups of people with limited access to the
instruments of power (social, cultural and economic capital). These respondents, while in a minority,
were able to differentiate between thin conceptions of democracy that emphasize elections and
superficial equality of rights and a thicker democracy beyond voting to establish a clear connection
with social justice. Typical comments from these respondents stated that “There are many
disenfranchised people … some groups in society are disadvantaged in this system … many voices are
silenced, including the many indigenous languages … we still need a lot of work when it comes to
our own indigenous people”. A very small number of PSTs also referred to power imbalances
between social and economic groups because “the minority hold(s) the power and the voice in major
decisions”. Some comments, in particular, reflected a thicker democratic analysis of class and social
hegemony [32-34] stating that “there are very narrow ideas about education, ways of life, and
languages dominating school systems … people don’t have full freedom because of their economic or
social status”.
TEs who were negative about Australia’s thinness of democracy commented that “full participation
(is) often dependent on who you are and where you live”. They referred to the rhetoric of democracy
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being “strictly reduced to majority vote via a political system which serves to turn the majority off
from politics. Our representative system does not include enough public forums or encouragement to
be involved in political matters of a public nature”.
A significant minority of TEs (20%) were prepared to call Australia undemocratic, highlighting that
while “we flaunt that we have freedom of speech, equal rights and are fair to all, you will be thrown in
jail before you actually get the chance to speak what you believe is wrong or should be changed”.
Further, many mentioned the “class based distribution of power” leading to reduced democracy.
Some referred to current issues as involving the lack of democratic rights of Asylum Seekers and
so-called illegal arrivals who “(we) lock away in detention centers and we do not accept our so called
‘friends and allies’ as climate refugees, who are suffering for the greed and consumption of the mining
companies which our government protects above all”. Alluding to the disproportionate distribution of
power through wealth, one TE wrote that “with laws being passed now so that businesses can sue
individual people, massive logging companies can sue individual protesters for millions just to shut
them up”. Others wrote critically about the unequal distribution of power in Australia as “some groups
of society are not treated equally, as evidenced by policies such as the Northern Territory
intervention 10 ”. Another added that “Australian people do not have decision making power in
proportion to how much they are affected by the decisions … the wealthy have disproportionate
power”. Highlighting the superficiality of the choices available within the system, one wrote “that in
reality we are dictated by the mainstream—white, middle-class and male—and the assumptions that
everyone can access the things that make us powerful, and must necessarily want to, underpins our
education and political systems”. Another Academic added, ironically, that “even capitalism in this
country is controlled by a minority”.
PSTs, TEs and Ts who felt that Australia is very democratic, on the other hand, adopted a very
uncritical acceptance of their previous thin definition of democracy, explaining their decision on the
basis of thin conceptions, such as equality of rights, freedom of speech, and voting rights. Typical
comments often made a comparison to other countries, including: “we are free to vote and speak out
on issues that concern us without fear,” “Australia is a fair country,” “we have choice, rights and
options in nearly every aspect of the community,” “the government listens to what the majority of
people want.” and “processes are equal, just and fair for all citizens”. One PST reflected the oftreferenced literature related to distrust of politicians, stating that despite having an opportunity to
participate in elections: for example, “the final vote comes down to elected politicians who can have
agendas of their own”. One teacher wrote uncritically that Australia “instills and promotes the
democratic principles of freedoms and rights, including separation of state and church; a free and fair
electoral system; care for all citizens, support for refugees and those less well off, a universal
education and medical system and economic and political stability”. A number of Academics and
10

The Northern Territory National Emergency Response (also referred to as "the intervention") was a package of changes
to welfare provision, law enforcement, land tenure and other measures, introduced by the Australian federal government
under John Howard in 2007, nominally to address claims of rampant child sexual abuse and neglect in Northern Territory
Aboriginal communities. Operation Outreach, the intervention's main logistical operation conducted by a force of 600
soldiers and detachments from the ADF (including NORFORCE) concluded on 21 October 2008. The package was the
Federal government's response to the Territory government's publication of Little Children are Sacred, but implemented
only two out of ninety-seven of the report's recommendations. The response has been criticised, but also received bipartisan
parliamentary support. The current Prime Minister Julia Gillard has and continues to support the response, though her
predecessor Kevin Rudd did make some adjustments to its implementation.
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Teachers privileged an individualistic thin democracy, stating that “while power is given to the people,
it is our own responsibility to make something of ourselves”.
Other PSTs who thought Australia was very democratic still made reference to the hegemonic
nature of class society, and that “there are many disenfranchised people. While they are compelled to
vote by law, they do not genuinely have an equal say in how the country is run, they do not have equal
opportunities for advancement, and they are seen by the majority (white, middle class) as in some way
inferior”. These respondents were also able to highlight the lack of a thicker democracy, suggesting
that “I don’t think we have a very active democracy but only when citizens take a stand against
government action… it is not very democratic in its ‘norms’ and values”. Academics also highlighted
this contradiction of “a sense of inequality within the police system that favors the rich people in
the country”.
A number of PSTs also volunteered that they felt there is a strong link between education and
democracy. They suggested that “some minority groups such as Indigenous people can sometimes not
have their opinions heard due to a lack of education many people may also lack the knowledge of the
working of this system failing to be beneficial for them … it provides a great way of life for those that
are educated”. Again, this reflects an understanding that power can come with, and from, education.
There was no such understanding evident among the serving teachers.
Academics, in a similar manner, highlighted the reality of the lack of choice between converging
parties that, while the rights and freedoms associated with electoral politics “are on the right path to
democracy, we still have not advanced ourselves as a nation to be completely democratic, although we
do share the principals. We have elected governments so all citizens have the opportunity to have a say
to a certain extent”. Some were prepared to add major caveats that “if you are Muslim, there is a high
level of mistrust by some members of society and government agencies. There are many groups of
Australian society that are invisible or discriminated against through policy and the attitudes of
others—[specifically] Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders”. Rhetorically, one respondent asked
“where are they in the commonly expounded history of Australia?”
It was not surprising that TEs, given their position of education and relative privilege were critical
of the thinness of democracy and the dependence of “career politicians, with no alternative occupation
to fall back on, need[ing] to get re-elected as their primary concern”. The individual and, therefore,
thin or non-participatory nature of democracy was referred to by many academics where “the seat of
government is increasingly remote from ordinary Australians (who) are restricted from accessing the
ears that are attached to those making decisions, (where) individual input into the genuine decision
making process is minimal”. These TEs mentioned that “people do not have decision making power in
proportion to how much they are affected by the decisions and do not always have the right to voice
opinions in places that matter”.
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5.3. Teaching about and for Democracy
“We can learn that students have the power and intellect to mould their own education,
because it is in fact their doing and their life of life-long learning … democracy is in the
way we allow students to un-tap their own inner light and power, and we cannot do that if
we are stapled to a standard that is not prioritizing empowerment and critique and change.”
(PST)
“That is the best gift I can give the students I teach. Dissent is the most important activity
in a classroom.” (TE)
While responses to many of the questions in the survey differed dramatically among the groups of
respondents, there was a previously unseen congruence between them to the question “Do you feel that
teachers should inculcate a sense of democracy in students?” Ignoring the outliers among the TEs, we
note that a very similar percentage of PSTs, Teachers and TEs (24% and 28%) are unsure whether they
should inculcate a sense of democracy in their students. However, 76% of PSTs, 77% of Teachers,
and 72% of TEs believed that they should, or most definitely must, inculcate democracy among
their students.
Those who were unsure whether teachers should strive to inculcate a sense of democracy among
their students were concerned about issues of potential conflicts of interest and bias when dealing with
controversial topics. Whether one actually does this, however, a teacher said depends “on whether bias
or ignorance influences their presentations”. A PST stated that that “I think it happens already. Though
I’m not sure if teachers are capable—parents should play the biggest part” while an TE added that it is
important so long as it is done “without leaning to any side of politics” another TE added that “how do
you do this without pushing you own views, or the views of one particular administration”. A teacher
found that doing so “confronts conflicting demands of the system” Another teacher rejected the
importance of democracy instead suggesting that “it is more important that we nurture in students
respect for others”.
Some (45%) of these respondents returned to the importance and primacy of voting and the
electoral system highlighting that “students should be aware of the right to vote so use class
discussions and decision making. Voting and agreeing on the best strategy … I adopt a democratic
approach [because] it’s important to support students in developing an understanding of how the
country is run and how decisions are made”. Re-enforcing this hegemony of obedience some teachers
thought democracy in schools was important because they “often take part in such practice of giving
the students an understanding of democracy in terms of ‘fair play’ and values of individual’s opinions”.
The teachers’ comments again reflect a thin understanding of democracy as being focused on the
individual discussing the primacy of values and not actual participative action because it is “important
to provide a direction and answer to the students and where their values lies on matter that effect them
… values are very important”. “Democracy is a very important concept, and if we nurture those values
in our students we can continue a legacy of freedom and the fight for equality”. “Teachers are capable
of manufacturing or nurturing any value in students is definitely important as students need to
understand what happens regarding a democracy”. Others referred back to their definition of democracy
relating this to freedom of speech (but not necessarily to action) so that “it is very important for
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students to understand that their opinions count”. A large number of the TEs also referred to values
commenting that “teachers can nurture democratic values of students by allowing them to express their
views of topics and problems”.
PSTs who understood democracy more thickly commented that “educating students to be
concerned, involved and contributing citizens of our country” was very important because “allowing
students to critique and question and write letters to politicians …we cannot do that if we are stapled to
a standard that is not prioritizing empowerment and critique and change”. One PST added that what is
actually important is for teachers to learn that “students have the power and intellect to mould their
own lives”. Some TEs wanted to encourage more participatory understandings of democracy and
suggested that teachers should encourage students to not only relate to each other, but also encourage
collaboration and mutual support rather than competition among students. Moving beyond thin
conceptions of democracy many (75%) of the TEs made comments similar to the following describing
their role as “one of fostering a belief in a better society for all through moral reasoning and critical
thinking… despite being dictated to by less democratic forces”.
5.4. What are You Doing to Promote Democracy in the Classroom?
“Inviting them to dissent. Encouraging dissent. Rewarding dissent” (TE)
When asked to think about what PSTs, teachers and TEs would do or were doing to promote
democracy in their classrooms the responses ranged from “nothing directly” to extensively written
narratives. More than 90% of respondents from each group wrote that they were doing something - but
the nature of their classroom actions once again was often describing actions that reflect very thin
understandings of democracy. Many PSTs focused not surprisingly on actions that might be considered
part of a student-centered pedagogical approach to learning which in themselves promote an
individualistic interpretation of participation and action. For example one PST wrote that “when I start
teaching I would give as much choice as possible (without creating an inefficient and chaotic
classroom), I would let them explore learning areas they are interested in and present them in ways that
have real meaning to our society and world. What they learn at school should all be tools that they
would use to do something about issues that are most important to them”. And, the reason that this idea
is recommended is not related to democracy at all, but because it would “hopefully make the work
more meaningful”.
Other PSTs wrote many ideas that included the notion of “giving choice” and “allowing students to
have a say in tasks in the class” so that the students might “have input into what themes the class can
look at to study” and that students would be learning according to “their interests and choices …
giving students information that they can use if they wish or not” as if such a laissez-faire approach to
education was actually a reflection of democracy. Such misguided altruism is indicative of the
superficiality present in thin democratic discourses. There was a belief that students “can find out
alternative opinions if they wish to” and by giving students a choice they will be “encouraged
to explore”.
Here the PSTs fall back to their previous understandings of democracy as related to issues like
freedom of expression and choice, lacking the understanding that for many of the children (and their
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families) in our schools, choice and freedom of expression is a highly contested and questionable
attribute of their daily lives.
Many others also wrote that they would include teaching and learning activities that allowed
students to vote on what they do in the classroom activities, again reflecting the thin democracy
attributed in their definitions to the previous question. Voting, the sine qua non of liberal democracy
will be replicated in these classrooms where the teachers will be teaching about democracy but not
for democracy.
Many PSTs and current teachers (65%) wrote about their students being involved in a variety of
electorally based activities such as school or student councils, which they suggest allows students to
have a “real say in matters that concern them and the school”. Teachers explained that students “get to
choose and to vote on issues” as their contribution to democratic education. Doing activities such as
“electing their classmates as leaders of their class … class discussions, circle time, interviews with
students, parent teacher interviews, conflict mediation” were all common examples of opportunities for
democratic practice, but all these refer to non-activist individualistic democracy that often serves to
give an illusion of participation reflecting the illusory democracy of the electoral system. A number of
teachers also spoke about the need to teach students the values that they associated with democratic
practice such as “empathy, honesty, responsibility, respect, tolerance, striving for excellence, treating
all students as equals, accepting and respecting”. TEs wrote about the importance of values and vales
education in the promotion of democracy in their classrooms in order to “show fairness and equality
amongst the students … to exhibit and promote democratic values … modeling inclusion, value for
rights and responsibility … instilling the notion that we should all be treated equally … being fair and
inclusive and a good listener … displaying democracy in the classroom, showing fairness and equality
amongst the students”. One commented that they promote democracy by being “true to myself and my
morals and values collected over time”. These again reflect the superficial references to the parenthood
type statements about democracy.
There was however only a small number of PSTs, teachers and TEs (fewer than 5% of each group)
who spoke of empowering participation for students in activities such as not “just deciding on their
own class rules”, which was mentioned by many PSTs (who would probably have heard their TEs
talking about this in their classroom management lectures) and teachers, but being “active in changing
and managing their classroom environment”. These few understood that what is required for democracy
is “active participation in decision making … that has a direct impact on them” where there would be
“opportunities for student leadership in the school”. Not only was it important they suggest for
“students to have a say in classroom rules” but the reason for doing so is to “give students a say using
democratic processes for real life purposes”.
As discussed earlier the Discovering Democracy Project has been available for many years and
despite its many shortcomings only two teachers referred directly to any program of a formal nature
about education related to democracy. They wrote about how we teach democracy and civics and
citizenship through their student leadership program and significantly, that they “also include electives
on these topics from grades 3-6 in a shared and applied rotation program with units of work on
democracy, human rights, civics and citizenship and elections”. A large number (85%) of TEs spoke
about teaching how government works or about how policies and social history impact on their
teaching and their students in their courses. Many TEs (75%), similar to teachers, mentioned that they
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use opportunities for discussion about important topics and in “engaging in dialogue, discussing
political issues, using student centered learning and choice in assessment tasks”. They mention that
democracy is included in their lectures, readings and assignments with some choice in what issues
students explore in their assignment work. Again teaching about democracy is conflated with teaching
for democracy and therefore remaining within a thin democratic discourse.
But often the discussion about active participation of students came with a caveat emptor that was
most telling from one teacher who suggested that it was important to “allow children to have a say …
within parameters” and the need for them to be taught to “play within the rules” was all that needed
to be done to achieve a democratic education. This kind of attitude reflects the illusory nature of
superficial and thin democratic forms of classroom action that prepare young people to be passive
recipients and not informed and active participants in society.
A small number (5%) of TEs mentioned that they promote democracy by exploring the hegemony
of power and control. They did this by helping students “to deconstruct the often incomprehensible
books and papers they have to read” to reveal the ideologies hidden within the texts through “seeing
what issues are being talked about and what their opinions were”. These TEs wanted their students “to
read up on issues that they thought were important” giving them the tools to be able to critically
question every decision their government makes. Reflecting on the pervasiveness and power of the
media in Australia their rationale was that they “don’t want them to become sheep” so they encourage
students in not only “negotiating power” but also through the raising of awareness of power
differentials within systems and societies. By “asking students to know their own biases so that they
are not blinded by their own experiences and engage students in examination of the assumptions that
underpin the dominant thoughts in the field” these TEs were working within a thick democracy
because these TEs stated that their students will be “enriched by these perspectives”. Two TEs actually
mentioned practices and actions that exemplify a thicker understanding of democracy which they use
to promote democracy through “negotiation of the curriculum, assessment processes tasks; results and
classroom practices with their students. They believed that through this they exhort, exemplify and
provide experiential democratic learning”.
6. Discussion: A Broadly Neo-Liberal Agenda—Rhetoric of Active Participation: Learning
About but not Doing Democracy
How are we to understand and contextualise the contrasting and contradictory views presented
here? Print [35] argues that the challenge to democracy is not from an external or internal enemy but
from its own citizens “who have grown distrustful of politicians, sceptical about democratic
institutions and disillusioned about how the democratic process functions” (p. 325). However, he
points to the paradox of over 20 years of CCE that “as the demand for democratic citizenship grows,
youth participation in formal democracy is declining” (p. 326). He reiterates the importance of
“learning about participation … developing of political engagement … to learn about democracy,
government and citizenship … to acquire civic knowledge, and skills and values” (p. 336). He
concludes that this may “enhance political knowledge and probably political engagement” (p. 336) …
[and] “can influence engagement and participation” (p. 337) in the future. Criticising “participatory
pedagogy” (p. 338) as weak in schools, Print explains that “engaged or conversational pedagogy”
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epitomized by “class voting, group inquiry, simulations, fieldwork and co-operative learning” has a
strong correlation with future civic engagement. This pedagogy only reinforces the illusion of
democracy.
What emerges from the teachers surveyed is that their students are required to learn about
democracy but to not—at least in a serious way—do democracy. Missing from their comments was a
thorough understanding of what is a good citizen. The civics versus citizenship debate can be seen in
terms of the struggle between thin and thick democracy. Giroux [36] suggests that because there has
been a shift from responsibility for creating democracy of citizens to producing a democracy
of consumers:
public education becomes a venue for making a profit, delivering a product, or constructing
consuming subjects, education reneges on its responsibilities for creating a democracy of
citizens by shifting its focus to producing a democracy of consumers. (p. 173)
Producing better curriculum materials will not in itself deliver the results expected or intended.
Prior concludes that the existence of stand-alone unlinked or de-contextualised one-off programmes do
not provide the lasting affects planned for, while the schools were accused by students of ‘talking the
talk but not walking the walk’ because teachers were not able to model good citizenship in their
practices. Seddon (p.172) concludes that:
contemporary education policy, practice and politics has become primarily framed within a
dominant economic discourse which marginalises and obscures the political purposes of
education necessary to the formation and sustainability of a democratic citizenry. The
challenge is to re-acknowledge the crucial contribution of political education outcomes in
sustaining democracy and to work for a pattern of citizen learning that accommodates
necessary learning for work and life-with-risk, and also learning for citizen action that can
imagine the democratic ideal, support ethical judgement and protect democratic decisionmaking [30].
7. Conclusions
This analysis raises concerns that much of the contemporary CCE may actually “privilege …
individual choice at the expense of public and democratic purposes for education … [and] pose a
significant threat to Australian democracy” [29]. How then can CCE be “remade to serve the purposes
of a just and democratic society” [30]? Countering this requires what Seddon (p.171) calls a
deliberatively thick democracy which “assumes ethical and informed citizens who participate as equals
in the public sphere” [30].
Thick democracy goes beyond the championing of electoral and legislative processes, rule of law
and basic civil rights [37]. It encourages and facilitates the legitimacy of collective citizen and civil
action as external to government and business. Thick democracy envisages a ‘social citizen’—an
individual always in relationship with others—capable of reflexive agency [38]. Paradoxically, many
of the democracy exporting countries are experiencing crises of democracy at home 11.
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The massive youth led unrest of 2011 in England and Israel are examples of this phenomena.	
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In contradistinction, the active citizen of neo-liberalism is conceived as an entrepreneur and a ‘can
do achiever’ to benefit the individual. While schools are expected to prepare students to live in diverse
democratic societies [17] the teachers in this research at least indicate that their school practices have
remained largely undemocratic [39].
Thick democracy must be about “voice, agency, inclusiveness and collective problem solving” that
is “rooted in the capacity to see oneself reflected in the cultures of society” [37], and not just in the
freedom to pursue one’s own individual self-interest. Howard and Patten [37] explain that, despite the
common rhetoric of active citizenship, there are two perceptible trends within the new civics: the thin
neo-liberal and the thick(er) radical democratic trends. They suggest that the latter is motivated by
egalitarian commitments and “the desire to extend democracy while enhancing the political agency of
once marginalised citizens” (p. 459). Being active in this sense means being “socially engaged and
committed to collective problems solving at all levels of the political community” [37]. Democracy,
then, is more than elections, and includes all power-structured social relationships. In essence, they
explain that this requires the ability to “navigate and influence the power-structured social relations
that characterize the politics of civil society” [37] (p. 460). It would, therefore, be advantageous that
educators acknowledge that what is necessary is an equalisation of agency for students, otherwise this
is not possible.
Thick democracy actively challenges the view that “unregulated markets are by definition realms of
freedom that produce equality of opportunity” [37] with “extensive social and cultural citizenship
rights” (p. 461) associated with a politicized empowerment in the social processes that shape society
where all are visible and heard despite their social status. Thick democracy must be about “voice,
agency, inclusiveness and collective problem solving” that is “rooted in the capacity to see oneself
reflected in the cultures of society”[37] (pp. 462-3), and not in the freedom to pursue one’s own
individual self-interest. Therefore thick democratic teaching will be concerned with a recognitive, not
just redistributive, social justice [40]. A thick democratic teaching is incorporated in Westheimer and
Kahne’s vision that goes beyond the personally responsible citizen of the so-called ‘critical
democracy 12’ urged by Dejaeghere and Tudball [19] to incorporate both the participatory and justice
orientated citizen. Nevertheless, Westheimer and Kahne (pp. 242-243) warn:
While pursuit of both goals may well support development of a more democratic society, it
is not clear whether making advances along one dimension will necessarily further
progress on the other. Do programs that support civic participation necessarily promote
students’ capacities for critical analysis and social change? Conversely, does focusing on
social justice provide the foundation for effective and committed civic actors? Or might
such programs support the development of armchair activists who have articulate
conversations over coffee, without ever acting [41]?
Thick democracy will not be easily achieved, in society, either generally or in schools, in particular.
As the agents of society in which they exist, teachers (rightly) can claim they are, therefore, restricted
in what they alone can achieve as the national agendas and budgets are nationally and state controlled.

12

This is a distortion of Westheimer and Kahne’s thesis which makes it clear that without real action and involvement there
can be no thick democracy.	
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The test for teacher educators, teachers and education students is to ask questions of, rather than to
accept, neo-liberal received wisdom. Armstrong (p. 10) suggests that the definition of teaching as the
uncritical transmission of knowledge begs the question of “what and how knowledge is constituted as a
social and political stance towards the truth” [42].
Armstrong argues that as participation and dissent are central to democratic life, then these too
should be central to systems that are fundamental to the contestation between a thin and thick
democracy. For teachers:
These possibilities are revealed through dialogue with our students and in dialogues with
the communities of policy and practice with whom we work. We cannot simply be
concerned with the accumulation and transmission of knowledge and competencies; it is
our duty to interrogate what is meant by knowledge and how it is formed and to understand
the limits of competency. As educators we are engaged in a process of human inquiry that
makes us human [42] (p. 10).
But can this be done without “education in and for democracy” [43] (p. 116)? School students
cannot acquire the knowledge, attitudes and skills to successfully become agentic citizens without the
simultaneous democratization of pedagogy, schools and school systems. The role-playing of
democracy and pretend parliaments—recommended in CCE and reflected by the majority of
respondents—means too often that students are involved in decision making on “an abstract and often
detached level” [43]. Programs associated with a thin democracy are unable to take the “social
organisation of specific schools and the everyday life of individual students into consideration”
(p. 118). The responses detailed here indicate that it requires a change in educational practice at all
levels to “inspire political empowerment” beyond the implementation of off the shelf products
or programmes.
Civics related knowledge is necessary but not sufficient for “becoming a competent democratic
citizen” [21]. However, thick democracy has the potential to become the site of struggle for social
justice and equity, and not necessarily assimilationism [44].
Teachers have a choice between a thicker democracy that is reflective, critical, participatory,
tolerant and non-hierarchical and a thinner, authoritarian democracy, based on uncritical knowledge,
standards and competencies as the measure of the ‘good citizen’. A thick democracy focuses on “how
citizens understand themselves as members of a public with an obligation to promote the public
good” [37] and the competencies required of civic citizenship that encompass informed and active
citizens participating in political debate and action on equal terms [45]. Education needs to assume a
“deep democratic engagement” [46]. The top-down imposition of policies designed by ‘teams of
experts’ is incompatible with thick democracy, and must be rejected, if we aspire to the true ideals of
democracy, in favour of the active involvement of the least powerful [45].
There have been detailed studies of students’ attitudes to democratic values and participation in
society that conclude that while Australian students have a well-developed set of democratic
values [47], they adopt a passive rather than an active style of engaging in conventional citizenship
activities. Except for this study, there has not been any commensurate study on teachers, and,
significantly, on pre-service teachers and their educators. In this light, Seddon [30] asks:
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How can education be remade to serve the purposes of a just and democratic society? How
can education, in the context of a social order torn between neo-liberal free markets and
neo-conservative family values and ‘them’–‘us’ differentiations, develop an ethical
citizenry and capable and creative contributors to the common good who will enable and
protect civic society in a sustainable way? (p. 171)
No claim is being made that the views expressed by these participants are anything more than that
and should not be seen necessarily as generalizable to the broader population. This current research
indicates that the empirical and qualitative data analyzed suggests that practicing educators have a thin
conception of democracy and if they indeed are typical of our current teachers then this raises many
concerns for the health of democracy in Australia and also begs the question about the stickability of
teacher education programs and the acknowledged pressures and influences of the old hands on new
teachers to adopt accepted practices.
Further research will enable the development of a framework for conceptualizing democracy in
education, highlighting, in particular, what educators can do to become more critically aware and
engaged in democracy within their teaching.
Providing such comparative empirical and qualitative studies from the old, new and emerging
democracies will provide further insight for the broader educational community and will serve to
expand knowledge in education. Instead of education reproducing the current thin democracy that
leads to disengaged citizens [19], examples of excellent teacher practice would enable the development
of an educational framework of teaching for thick democracy in leading to a more participatory,
empowered and engaged citizenry and a more inclusive participation in, and therefore safeguarding of,
democratic society.
A more holistic and dynamic approach—pedagogical, experiential, political, social, economic and
cultural—is a necessary step to attaining a more decent society, and to produce citizens who are
engaged, critical, and productive agents of positive change.
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